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Now, when you started to learn to fly, the elementary thing would be to fly straight
and level. You'd take off--feel the con? trols along with the instructor--the rud? ders,
the rudder bars, and the stick, joy? stick, as they call it. You'd feel that as you took
off. But you wouldn't really--he wouldn't allow you to do that yourself. You'd move
along with him. And it was so-- still to this day in flying instruction-- the
communication has got to be absolute? ly- -you have to understand, both the pilot
and the instructor, they have to under? stand what is going on. So they had to re?
peat --the old saying was repeat twice down the speaking tube, whatever he had to
say. And he would repeat it. So there was no mix-up in the speaking.  So, you'd
have to repeat after him, any? way, that "I have control," so he'd say, "I have
control." Or "You have control." and he'd have to repeat it after you. It was very,
very sensible, but it was also-- it had to do with the safety at that time. Primitive,
primitive tube. (That's how the two of you talked to each other in the place.) Yeah.
It was very primitive.  And if you stalled, with those aircraft, your time to recover
with the low power-- you only had 80-horsepower engines--if you stalled, you
wouldn't have enough pow? er. . .to recover. If you had enough height to get
yourself out of a dive. If you stall with an aircraft, the first thing that happens is the
nose drops. And it would take time to get your flying speed up again. And if the
ground is too close.  that's it--game over. So this is all--this all had to be very, very
carefully done.  Anyhow, you'd get through the elementary flying, you were straight
and level--keep your nose on the horizon and the wings lev? el with the--the horizon
was everything, see. And then you'd learn to make turns. Like slight turns, then
steep turns, over on your wingtip. Then you'd learn landings and takeoffs. And then
you'd start to do spins--and it was compulsory. Spins. See, when the aircraft stalls
and the nose drops, if you kick on left rudder and pull back on the stick, the aircraft
will spin-- they still will, no matter what kind of an aircraft. And you have to recover,
because --that was one of the big killers in war? time, and even after. Spinning was
a--that was it. Some of them never came out of them--just spun right in.  (How
would you practice spinning? You would....) Have to do it. What you do is get up
about 4 or 5 thousand feet. And then you would ease back on the stick-- throttle
back. You could spin with the mo? tor full on--it doesn't matter. Once you lose your
flying speed, then you're ready for a spin. And your ailerons out on the wings--the
things that cause the aircraft to move up and down laterally. If you be? gin to lose
the feel--that you can take the stick and go like this--you have to look out because
you're right in quite a stall then. And the old saying--you've heard this saying about
"flying by the seat of your pants"? You become part of the aircraft. You can feel
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